In the category of finitely generated modules over a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with dualizing module, one can, following Auslander -Buchweitz, consider maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations and hulls of finite injective dimension. The former give rise to γ-(and δ for a Gorenstein ring) invariants, the latter to ν d -invariants which are in some sense dual. This last type of invariant has, in the guise of what we call a reduced Bass number, been encountered in the study of the Canonical Element Conjecture (CEC) by Hochster. In this paper we establish the basic properties of these invariants, some known, some not. We go on to explore the connection with CEC. The latter is, through linkage, seen to imply a fact about delta invariants. This in turn shows that CEC guarantees the existence of certain maximal CohenMacaulay modules over a Gorenstein ring.
Introduction
Hochster's Homological Conjectures in local algebra are of great significance and concern all systems of parameters in a noetherian local ring. They are interrelated and appear in many different forms, of which, for the purpose of this Introduction, we single out the following, essentially due to Hochster. Let (A, m, k) be a d-dimensional noetherian local ring with its maximal ideal and residue field, and M a finitely generated A-module. The k-vector space Ext Quite independent of the above, maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations and hulls of finite injective dimension made their appearance in a paper by Auslander and Buchweitz.
The authors suggested to use these to attach new invariants to modules. Since then, the δ-invariant of a finitely generated module over a Gorenstein ring, related to the free rank of its maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations, has received quite a bit of attention. In this Introduction we mention that δ(M ) = 0 just means that a stable MCM (i.e. one without free summands) maps onto M .
One may also use hulls of finite injective dimension to define invariants for a module. These turn out to be just the d-th reduced Bass numbers introduced above. This suggests a connection between Auslander -Buchweitz theory, which works for Cohen-Macaulay rings in possession of a dualizing module, and Hochster's form of the Canonical Element Conjecture which we have mentioned. The connection is not obvious, a change of rings is needed, but it is a rather deeper result of this paper, that CEC can also be formulated in terms of the vanishing of the δ-invariant of certain modules over a Gorenstein local ring. The latter requires linkage (=liaison), and indeed we show in section 6 that CEC is closely interwoven with linkage and the existence of certain stable MCM's over a Gorenstein local ring R. This in turn provides a new vanishing criterion for the δ-invariant of a module over an equicharacteristic Gorenstein local ring which is not a domain, see 6.5 .
An important ingredient is our characterization of the δ-invariant of an R-module in terms of its free cover, to be found in section 4. This in turn depends on the Theorem in 2.5, whose Gorenstein version expresses the free rank of a map f whose source is a finitely generated module of finite injective dimension (FID), in terms of its reduced Bass number ν d R (f ). We therefore need to concern ourselves with Auslander's invariants. As already mentioned, the δ-invariant has been studied by several authors, who usually begin by quoting certain basic facts to be found in a forthcoming paper of Auslander's. Unfortunately, this article never appeared, owing to its author's untimely death. In later papers some, but not all, of these results were proven; still, the situation remained somewhat unsatisfactory. As the tools we use to characterize the δ-invariant are efficient enough, we have decided to provide a uniform treatment of the basic facts concerning the δ-invariant and its analogue, the γ-invariant, which is defined over a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dualizing module, citing previous authors where appropriate. The advantage is, that one sees a few fundamental principles in action over and over again. This programme is carried out in sections 3 and 4, where some new properties of these invariants are also presented.
More interestingly, perhaps, we highlight a kind of "duality" between the γ-and δ-invariants, living on the maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation side, and the ν In the last three sections, we connect this material with the Homological Conjectures. After discussing several versions of CEC and the related Monomial Conjecture in section 5, we obtain our main results in section 6: these conjectures demand the existence of certain stable MCM's over local Gorenstein rings, which is therefore established in equal characteristic. In the final section 7, we reduce the Canonical Element Conjecture to a statement which needs to be verified for every parameter system in a Gorenstein or complete intersection local ring. Then we go on to apply our methods to several special cases in mixed characteristic, and recover positive answers to CEC obtained by Dutta in a different way.
As indicated, the reduced Bass numbers, investigated in section 2, carry some interest and they merit further study. As a by-product of our investigation, we obtain for instance the Theorem in 2.7: Let M be an FID-module over a d-dimensional local Gorenstein ring R. Then ν i R (M ) is also the free rank of the (d − i)-th syzygy of M . This suggests calling this free rank the reduced Betti number α R d−i (M ): the identity then extends a well-known correspondence between Betti numbers and Bass numbers in the Gorentein case, to their reduced counterparts. When the local ring is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring, we offer a different characterization of the top reduced Bass number of a module in 6.9.
Noteworthy is also a result which holds for any noetherian local ring A and its finitely generated module M . It tells us that ν i A (M ) is strictly smaller than µ i A (M ) in a range which depends on the depth and the injective dimension of M . This is proved in 2.4 by way of "New Intersection".
We begin with a preliminary section which collects some of the facts we need, but as a general reference to the homological side of Commutative Algebra, we use [4] and [39] .
Finally, let us mention that a survey of some of this material, with a slant toward the Homological Conjectures and linkage, without full proofs, appeared in [38] .
Preliminaries and notations
We start with a general set-up in abelian categories. Then we turn towards modules over a commutative noetherian local ring, we fix notations and collect the facts we need with appropriate remarks.
1.1.
The isomorphism between the direct sum and the direct product of a finite family of objects is one of the fundamental properties of an abelian category. It allows one to describe a map f : M 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ M m → N 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ N n by an n × m-matrix with entries f ij ∈ A(M j , N i ).
Definition. Let f : M → N be a map and let T be an object in the abelian category A. The T -rank of f is T -rk(f ) = sup{n|T
n is a common direct summand of M and N under f }.
The T -rank of an object M , T -rk(M ), is the T -rank of its identity map.
Thus T -rk(f ) = n means that there are direct sum decompositions M M 1 ⊕ T that the natural number n is maximal for this property.
Changing the representation of M as a direct sum of M 1 and T n by means of an automorphism of M 1 ⊕ T n (misusing language we call this a small base change), we obtain mat(f ) = f 11 0 0 h .
The T -rank behaves well when the ring End(T ) is quasi-local, i.e. when the sum of two non-invertible endomorphisms of T is not invertible (it is not hard to see that this implies that the non-invertible elements form a two-sided ideal and that T is indecomposable). This is a consequence of the following Proposition, in the realm of general Krull-Schmidt or Azumaya cancellation theorems.
Proposition. Assume that the ring End(T ) is quasi-local and let
Then at least one of the two maps f 12 , f 22 , say f 22 , is a split monomorphism.
Proof. Let g = (g ij ) be the inverse of the map f . As g 21 • f 12 + g 22 • f 22 = 1 T , at least one of the two endomorphisms on the left side of this equality, say g 22 • f 22 , is invertible. This means that f 22 is a split monomorphism, inducing a direct sum decomposition
Corollary. We have a cancellation rule:
Remark. When the ring B = End(T ) is quasi-local, the T -rank of a map f : T m → T n is easily read off in mat(f ). Indeed, after a small base change, mat(f ) takes the form φ = 1 0 0 ψ , where ψ is a matrix with entries in the unique maximal ideal n of B and 1 is an identity matrix whose size is T -rk(f ). The reduction of the matrix φ modulo the maximal ideal n is a matrixφ with entries in the skew field B/n, its rank is well defined and we have T -rk(f ) = rk(φ). Of course, in an arbitrary situation, precovers, covers do not always exist; it might happen that we do have precovers without covers, it might happen that precovers are null, but, when C-covers exist, they are clearly unique up to isomorphism. Similarly on the envelope side.
This terminology has consistently been employed by Enochs and his associates, cf. [10] , [11] . It agrees with received usage in classical cases, eg. where A is the category of finitely generated modules over a commutative noetherian local ring and C consists of the free modules in A, or where A is the category of modules over an arbitrary ring and C consists of all injective modules. In the first case free covers exist and in the second injective envelopes.
1.3. Let T be an object in an abelian category A and let us take for C the class of all finite direct sums of copies of T . We shall be concerned with the corresponding C-precovers, C-preenvelopes, which we briefly call T -precovers, T -preenvelopes.
It is easily seen, using matrix notations as in (
When the ring B = End(T ) is a quasi-local ring, with unique maximal ideal n (which is thus the Jacobson radical of B), then all the minimal systems of generators of a finitely generated left B-module M have the same number of elements, denoted by β 0 (M ) in reference to the Betti numbers. Moreover, the square matrix with entries in B giving the elements of a minimal generating set of M as linear combinations of another one is invertible. We thus see that a map f : M → T n is a T -envelope precisely when the maps f 1 , . . . , f n generate the left B-module A(M, T ) minimally.
Similarly on the cover side.
From now on, (A, m, k)
is a noetherian local ring with its maximal ideal and residue field. Here are notations and first basic facts.
The injective envelope of the residue field k is denoted by E A or E when the ring is not in doubt. IfĀ is a homomorphic image of A, then EĀ Hom A (Ā, E).
The Matlis dual of an A-module M is the module M ∨ = Hom A (M, E A ). The Matlis duality functor is faithfully exact and preserves annihilators. We have the Ext-Tor duality:
Tor 
The Ext-depth of an A-module M is E-dp M = inf{i| Ext i A (k, M ) = 0}. It coincides with the classical depth dp M defined in terms of regular sequences when the module M is finitely generated.
A maximal Cohen-Macaulay A-module, in short an MCM module, is a finitely generated module C of maximal depth: dp C = dim A.
The injective dimension of an A-module Z is denoted by id A Z or id Z. Finitely generated modules of finite injective dimension will be called FID modules.
1.5.
The existence of a nonnull FID A-module Z forces the ring A to be Cohen-Macaulay, as a consequence of the New Intersection Theorem [30] ; we then have id A Z = dim A.
The following property of FID modules will be used repeatedly.
Proposition. ([27], I, 4.15). Let Z be a nonnull FID A-module. For all finitely generated modules M we have
We recall that the FID modules over a Gorenstein local ring are exactly the finitely generated modules of finite projective dimension.
Definition. The canonical module of a d-dimensional local ring (A, m, k), if it exists, is a finitely generated module K
This definition coincides with the one given in [17] , see ( [37] , 2.1), and the canonical module, when it exists, is unique up to isomorphism.
A complete local ring A has a canonical module given by 
1.7. When the noetherian local ring A is zero-dimensional, its canonical module is isomorphic to the injective envelope of the residue field and so enjoys nice dualizing properties. Some of these remain true in the general case. We first note that a finitely generated module has a K A -preenvelope, see (1.3). 
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii)
. We localize at a prime ideal p with Ann w ⊂ p ∈ Ass M . The local ring A p is zero-dimensional and its canonical module (K A ) p is the injective envelope of its residue field. As the image of w in M p is nonnull, it is mapped onto a nonnull element by some map M p → (K A ) p . As Hom A (M, K A ) localizes, we are done.
(ii) ⇔ (iii). This is classical in all dualities.
(ii) ⇒ (iv). Using the description of K A -preenvelope we write any f ∈ M * in the form
is nonnull, then at least one of the elements The study of the dualizing module was initiated in [17] , [34] , [35] , we first review its main dualizing property. 7.3.4) . Using the Ext-Tor duality (1.4), we obtain the local duality for CohenMacaulay local rings with dualizing module.
for all finitely generated modules M , for all i.
We now collect other properties of the dualizing module.
Proposition. ([4], 3.3 , [34] , [35] (We note that property (i) above can be deduced from the local duality and is sometimes taken as a definition of the dualizing module).
To end this first summary, let us mention that a Cohen-Macaulay local ring has a dualizing module precisely when it is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring ([4], 3.3.6). As End(ω) A, this map is described by an n × m-matrix φ with entries in the ring A. Letφ be the reduction of φ modulo the maximal ideal.
In (1.1), we observed that ω-rk(f ) = rk(φ).
It is clear that the linear map of k-vector spaces k ⊗ A f is described by a matrix obtained from the matrixφ by blowing up each entry α to a square matrix diag(α) of size dim k ω/mω.
Thus the minimal number of generators of coker f is given by the formula 
can go the other way: any linear map g : Ext
We just have to take a matrix φ whose reduction modulo m is the matrix of g. The map h described by φ does the job. This easy remark has a nice consequence: to any direct sum decomposition Ext 
is a free precover (respectively a free cover).
An ω-precover is not always surjective. For example, the ω-precovers of the ring itself are surjective precisely when A is a Gorenstein local ring.
On the other hand, a surjective map p : ω n → M is not necessarily an ω-precover. For example, the natural projection ω → ω/mω is not an ω-precover when β 0 (ω) = 1 (which means that the local ring A is not Gorenstein).
However, if Z is an FID module, then every surjection p : ω n → Z is an ω-precover. Indeed, the kernel of such a surjection is an FID module, so that the map Hom A (ω, p) is surjective by (1.5). We shall see in (1.11) that the ω-precovers of an FID module are always surjective.
An ω-precover of a nonnull finitely generated module M is always nonnull (Ass Hom A (ω, M ) = ∅).
The ω-preenvelopes of a finitely generated module M are not always injective. They are injective precisely when Ass M ⊂ (Ass A) d , see (1.7).
An injective map j : M → ω n is not necessarily an ω-preenvelope, even in the case when M is an MCM module. For example, let x be a regular element of the ring A; then the injection ω → ω : w → xw is not an ω-preenvelope.
The ω-preenvelopes of the finitely generated module M are null precisely when The "if" part also follows from (1.5). When the module X in the exact sequence is an MCM module, the map j * = Hom A (j, ω) is surjective, so that the map j is an ω-preenvelope.
We note that this Proposition provides the first step in the important construction of Auslander and Buchweitz [1] , see (1.11).
1.11. Let (A, m, k) again be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dualizing module ω. Auslander and Buchweitz pointed out that the class of MCM A-modules and the class of FID A-modules are in some sense orthogonal (by means of (1.5)) and can be glued together to give the whole class of the finitely generated A-modules. More precisely, they gave the following Definition Theorem. [1] . Let These approximations and hulls have a universal property, consequence of (1.5). Any map h : C → M from an MCM module C into M can be lifted to X, i.e. there is a map h :
In other words, a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation of the finitely generated module M is an MCM-precover of M and a hull of finite injective dimension of M is an FID-preenvelope in the terminology of (1.2).
However, it is not hard to see that there are MCM-precovers (respectively FIDpreenvelopes) which do not fit in a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation (respectively in a hull of finite injective dimension).
An important feature in the Theorem of Auslander-Buchweitz, beside the existence of MCM-precovers and their surjectivity (the existence of FID-preenvelopes and their injectivity), is the existence of particular MCM-precovers with FID kernels (of particular FID-preenvelopes with MCM cokernels).
The relationships between maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations and ω-precovers on one side, hulls of finite injective dimension and ω-preenvelopes on the other side, are of great interest and will be explored further in section 3. Here we already note the following Remarks. (i) Let Z be an FID module. Then the maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations of Z are exactly the ω-precovers of Z, which are thus surjective.
(Indeed, in a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation 0 → Y → X f → Z → 0, the MCM module X is also an FID module, thus X is of the form ω n (1.8) and the map f is an ω-precover. From this we conclude that any ω-precover of Z is surjective and thus provides a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation).
In particular, an ω-cover ω n → Z is also an MCM-cover in the terminology of (1.2), and n = β 0 (Hom A (ω, Z)).
(ii) Let C be an MCM module. Then the hulls of finite injective dimension of C are exactly the ω-preenvelopes of C. (Use the Proposition in (1.10).)
In particular, an ω-envelope C → ω n is also an FID-envelope, and n = β 0 (C * ).
Let us note that a surjection from an MCM module is not necessarily an MCMprecover, even when the ring is Gorenstein. For example, let a be a nonnull ideal of a Gorenstein local ring R such that the quotient R/a is an MCM module. Then the surjection R → R/a is not an MCM-precover, since it does not split. On the envelope side, a non bijective injection R → R, already encountered in (1.10), is neither an Rpreenvelope nor an FID-preenvelope. This module Z has an ω-precover : ω n 0 → Z which is surjective. As id (ker ) < ∞, we can iterate the process and obtain an ω-resolution, i.e. an exact sequence
Choosing ω-covers instead of ω-precovers at each step, we obtain an ω-resolution which we call minimal. With a little reflection, we see that such a minimal ω-resolution is unique up to isomorphism, and is finite of length d − dp Z. In such a minimal resolution, we also have ω-rk(d (1.9) . This is the content of ( [4] , exercise 3.3.28). But we also have Ext Remark. From the above we conclude that the numbers n i occuring in a minimal ω-resolutions of the FID module (which are just the Betti numbers in the case where the local ring is Gorenstein) are related to the Bass numbers of Z by n i = µ
See (2.6) and (2.7) for a variation on this.
Reduced Bass numbers and ω-rank
Here we are concerned with modules over a d-dimensional noetherian local ring. We define the reduced Bass numbers of a map, of a module, and we compare the latter ones to the ordinary Bass numbers.
Then we use them for the study of morphisms from an FID module, the main aim of this section. The Theorem that we obtain in (2.5) will be the key tool in our further study of Auslander's invariants. At the end of the section we apply it to syzygies of finite injective dimension. We also define reduced Betti numbers. We observe that, in the case of an FID module over a Gorenstein local ring, these are related to the reduced Bass numbers in the same way as the corresponding ordinary numbers.
The linear maps Ext d
A (k, f ) and their rank were already encountered in the first section. These last numbers need a name. But they already have one, at least when f is an identity map.
Definition. Let f : M → N be a morphism of modules over a noetherian local ring (A, m, k). The Bass numbers of f are the cardinal numbers µ
i A (f ) = dim k (im Ext i A (k, f )).
(When the ring is not in doubt, the subscript A is sometimes dropped).
2.2. Some remarks in (1.9) can be extended to maps between FID modules. The following is probably well-known. In general, we have
, k ⊗ A p and k ⊗ A q are bijective (1.12), since our assertions hold true for the map f (use the remarks in (1.9)), they are also true for the map f .
2.3.
We need more information about maps between FID modules. We also need to handle maps for which the finite injective dimension condition is only put on the domain.
To do so we need more definitions.
Definitions. Let (A, m, k) be any d-dimensional noetherian local ring, and let f : M → N be a morphism of A-modules.
We write θ
, where the first map stems from f and the second is the natural one.
The reduced Bass numbers of the map f are the cardinal numbers ν
The reduced Bass numbers of the module M are the reduced Bass numbers of its identity map and are denoted by ν i A (M ). As usual, we sometimes drop the subscript A.
For a given module M , we wish to compare both types of Bass numbers through the maps θ i (M ), reviewing and using known results along the way. As an immediate observation we notice that ν We conclude the subsection with a few remarks, some of which are geared to the Canonical Element Conjecture, one of the main topics in sections 5, 6, 7.
) is injective and even essential injective if and only if
Remarks. (ii) The non-vanishing of the top reduced Bass number ν s (M ) of a finitely generated A-module M of dimension s is also quite significant. In ( [36] , [37] ), it is shown that for a local ring A containing a field, an FID A-module M whose top reduced Bass number is nonnull has the following intersection property: for all finitely generated modules N such that M ⊗ A N is of finite length, one has dim M + dim N ≤ dim A. (Not surprisingly, the proof of this uses extensively CEC which is a theorem in the equicharacteristic case).
(iii) The reduced Bass numbers will be computed in a particular case in (3.12) and quite generally in (6.9). For an FID module, they will get another interpretation in (2.6).
2.4.
Here is the promised extension and at the same time yet another proof of the rigidity of the Bass numbers. Proof. The equivalence is clear from the Proposition in (2.3), item (iii).
As the numbers µ i (M ) and ν i (M ) are impervious to the faithfully flat change of rings A →Â, to prove the first assertion we can and do assume that the local ring is complete.
Suppose now that ν [39] 
, as the Matlis duality functor preserves annihilators, we have dim H i (F · ) ≤ i. We now follow ( [29] ), equivalence between conjectures 3 and 4 in Chapter 3). First we take a prime ideal q with dim A/q = dim A, we write A/q =Ā and we observe that the complexF · = F · ⊗ A A/q is still a non exact complex of finite freeĀ-modules with dim H i (F ) ≤ i ( [29] , Proposition 1.1 in chapter 3). Next we localize at a prime ideal p minimal in
Splitting off enough irrelevant factors on the lower end of the complexF · ⊗ĀĀ p , we obtain a non exact complex 0 
This proves the Theorem. 
We recall that the ω-rank of a map
To obtain the equality, we take an ω-precover h : T ω n → M , which is thus surjective (1.11).
We write Ext
, (see the remark at the end of (1.9)); we write j i : ω n i → T for the injections associated to this direct sum decomposition of T .
This gives a commutative natural diagram
in which, by construction, the composite map going from the left-top corner to the rightbottom one is injective.
As the left vertical map is essential, see the Proposition in (2.3), the bottom composite map
By the local duality (1.8), this last map corresponds, under the Matlis duality, to the map (
is a common direct summand of M and N under g and ν
This finishes the proof of the first assertion, the last one follows immediately from the first, see again the Proposition in (2.3).
) is injective if and only if the map g is split injective. In that case, Y is isomorphic to some
when Y is isomorphic to the common direct summand ω n , n = ω-rk(g), of Y and C under g.
Theorem. Let (A, m, k) be a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dualizing module ω. Let Z be an FID A-module and let
Proof 
The associated long exact sequences give a commutative diagram
. In this diagram, the first i − 1 horizontal maps are isomorphisms since the modules G i 's are of depth d. The right-hand map in the top row is also an isomorphism since the ω-resolution is minimal, see the Proposition in (1.12). Finally, the right-hand map in the bottom row is injective. Thus we have ν
When the ring is a d-dimensional
Gorenstein local ring R, the minimal ω-resolution of an FID module becomes its usual minimal free resolution, the ω-rank of a module M becomes its free rank (or R-rank in the terminology of (1.1)) and is usually denoted by f -rk(M ). The preceding Theorem becomes then a theorem about ordinary syzygies. It provides a formula which should be compared to the analogous formula relating the Bass numbers and the Betti numbers of an FID R-module Z: µ 
2.8.
Over a Gorenstein local ring R, the reduced Betti numbers of any finitely generated module (FID or not) are also related to its local cohomology modules through the local duality.
This is a consequence of the more general Proposition. Let (A, m, k) be any noetherian local ring and let M be a finitely generated A-module.
, for all i, where the maps involved stem from the natural surjection A → k.
We have then α 0 (M s ) = 0 and α 0 (M ) = n by additivity.
The inductive step is similar to the one used in (2.6) and is left to the reader.
With local duality, we obtain
Corollary. Let M be any finitely generated module over a Gorenstein local ring 
Auslander's invariants
In this whole section (A, m, k) is a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dualizing module ω.
There are two notions of minimality for maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximations and also for hulls of finite injective dimension. In a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation 0 → Y → X f → M → 0, one can ask that Y and X have no common direct summand, or that the epimorphism f is right-minimal; there are similar requirements on the hull side. These two notions are known to coincide. This crucial fact implies the existence and unicity of minimal approximations, minimal hulls, which are then the MCM-covers, the FID-envelopes in the terminology of (1.2). We first review this and on the way provide new proofs for this.
Following Auslander, we then study two invariants of a finitely generated module. One is defined by means of its MCM-cover, the other by means of its FID-envelope. The first one is known under the name of δ-invariant when the local ring is Gorenstein, while the second one apparently has not yet been considered, but it turns out that it is just the reduced Bass number ν d . We give a description of the first invariant which is independent of its MCM-cover but depends on its ω-cover, and we characterize the second one in a dual way.
We must emphasize that both invariants are of great significance with respect to Hochster's Homological Conjectures, see sections 5 and 6. In this Theorem, the equivalence of (i) and (iii) was announced in [42] , where in the complete case an explicit construction of an approximation with the property (iii) is given.
The equivalence of (i) and (iv) is the crucial fact. Another proof of it has been given by Yoshino [43] and can be found in ( [15] , Lemma 2.3).
3.2.
A maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation is always an MCM-precover. Since the existence of a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation satisfying condition (i) in the Theorem of (3.1) is evident, we obtain the following.
Corollary. Every finitely generated module M has an MCM-cover f : X → M . This MCM-cover is surjective with FID kernel and the map Ext
3.3. The dual assertions with the hulls are easier. Here again the equivalence of (i) and (iii) was announced in [42] . 
Proof
The other implications are proved in the same way as in (3.1). 
Corollary. Every finitely generated module M has an FID-envelope

Proposition. Let f : M → N be a map between two finitely generated modules of dimension r and assume that the module N is Cohen-Macaulay. Then the map Ext r A (k, f ) is injective if and only if the map f is injective and coker f is null or is a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension r.
In this case, M is also a Cohen-Macaulay module. A (k, K) = 0 for i < r, which means dp K ≥ r. As clearly dim K ≤ r, we conclude that the module K, when it is nonnull, is a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension r.
Proof. Assume that the map Ext
The reciprocal assertion is obvious.
Definitions. Let M be a finitely generated module with its MCM-cover X → M . The γ-invariant of M is the natural number γ A (M ) = ω-rk(X). The δ-invariant of M is the free rank of X : δ A (M ) = f -rk(X). (When the ring is not in doubt, we sometimes drop the subscript A.)
When the local ring is Gorenstein, these two invariants γ-δ coincide, which considerably strengthens the theory. In the Cohen-Macaulay case, we are mainly concerned with the γ-invariant.
First we observe that the direct sum of two MCM-covers is again an MCM-cover. 
Using (1.1) we see that γ(M ⊕ N ) = γ(M ) + γ(N ) and δ(M ⊕ N ) = δ(M ) + δ(N
Proposition. Let 0 → Y g → X s ⊕ ω n f → M → 0 be a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approx- imation, where ω-rk(X s ) = 0. Then γ(M ) · β 0 (ω) = β 0 (M/f X s ).
If moreover the map f is an MCM-cover, and iff
Proof. We may split off enough copies of ω from the approximation to obtain an MCMcover. We do not do this but we remember the additivity of the ω-rank (1.1) and observe (1.11) . The next equality is a direct consequence of the definition of ω-precover
γ(M ) = n − ω-rk(g).
Moreover, as ω-rk(X
On the other hand, the nine lemma gives a commutative exact diagram
. But the map p • g • q is a map between direct sums of copies of ω. The observations in (1.9) give
The above equalities together give the formula for γ(M ). If the map f is an MCM-cover, then γ(M ) = n and β
; the surjective map k ⊗ Af is thus bijective. (Hom A (ω, M ) ).
(X s ) = 0, which means that X s = 0, that X and M are FID modules (since ker f is an FID module).
When M is an FID module, its MCM-cover coincide with its ω-cover, see the first remark in (1.11) , where the last formula was already written in a different way.
3.8.
It is possible to characterize the γ-invariant of a finitely generated module without referring to its MCM-cover. Proof. Let f : X → M be an MCM-cover. As ω is an MCM-module, there is map
On the other hand, we write X = X s ⊕ ω n , with n = γ(M ), and we denote by j the inclusion map ω n → X. By the universal property of ω-precovers, the map f • j factors through p, there is a map j :
(p); this finishes the proof. A (ω, M ) ). And the following condition are equivalent:
Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated module. Then γ(M ) ≤ β 0 (Hom
Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of Theorem (3.8) and of the description of the ω-covers (1.3), (1.10).
The equivalence (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) is a direct consequence of Theorem (3.8) and the implication (ii) ⇒ (iii) is obvious. For (iii) ⇒ (ii), we use an ω-cover of Z and its properties (1.12). 
In an FID-envelope M → Y the ω-rank of Y is also an invariant of M . This number turns out to coincide with an invariant we have already encountered in (2.3).
Proposition. Let f : M → Y be an FID-envelope of the finitely generated module
M . Then ν d (M ) = ω-rk(Y ) = ν d (Y ).
Proof. With (2.5) we have ω-rk(Y ) = ν d (Y ). On the other hand, we have a commutative diagram Ext
d A (k, M ) → Ext d A (k, Y ) ↓ ↓ H d m (M ) → H d m (Y ) in
3.11.
In some sense, the ν d -invariant and the γ-invariant are dual to each other and this duality is reflected in their formal properties, as we shall see. However, the situation is far from being symmetric and sometimes the counterpart of an easy fact is a rather deep one.
We note that the counterpart of (3.7) was already known in a more general context: (Hom A (M, ω) ). We also immediately obtain the counterpart of some assertions in (3.9).
Corollary. Let M be a finitely generated module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
3.12.
Here is the counterpart of (3.8). 
Corollary. For every finitely generated module M we have
The proofs, which are dual to the proofs of the corresponding facts in (3.8), (3.9) concerning the γ-invariant, are left to the reader.
The above Theorem is also a particular case of a more general result valid over any noetherian local ring, see 6.9, where the proof requires more technique than we have developed so far.
3.13. Our invariants are slightly related.
Proposition. For every finitely generated A-module M one has: ν
Proof. When M is of the form ω n , the inequality is in fact an equality since the four numbers involved in it are equal.
We are thus reduced to the case where ω-rk(M ) = 0. In that case, let f = (f 1 , f 2 ) : 
The δ-invariant
Here (R, m, k) is a d-dimensional Gorenstein local ring. The γ-invariant and the δ-invariant coincide; we review their basic properties. Some of them stem from the preceding section, some are specific to the Gorenstein situation, where the ring is isomorphic to its dualizing module, where the ω-covers are the usual free covers, which are thus surjective and enjoy more lifting properties, and where FID modules are just finitely generated modules of finite projective dimension. Several of these properties seem to be new, others are known, even if a complete proof of them did not yet appear. In any case we shall give proofs, as well as references where appropriate.
Proposition. Let M, N be finitely generated R-modules, let
(Property (i) was stated in (3.6). Property (ii) was stated in (3.7). Property (iii) stems from (3.7) and (3.9), it can be found in Ding's thesis and in [16] . We note that the roles of β 0 and µ d are interchanged between (ii) and (iii). Property (iv) is the Gorenstein formulation of (3.8). Property (v) is an immediate consequence of (iv), it can be found in [5] . Property (vi) also follows from (iv), when one takes into account that the natural map Ext
4.2.
Here is a slight generalization of ( [16] , Lemma 1.1) Proposition. Let M be a finitely generated module and let f : C → M be a surjective map, where C is a module with E-dp C = d.
Assume either that the ring R is complete, or that the module C is also finitely generated.
Then δ(M ) ≤ f -rk(C). Therefore δ(M ) = inf f -rk(C), where the infimum is taken over all MCM's which map onto M .
Proof. We lift a surjective map p :
the first equality is (4.1 (iv)), the last one is (2.5) and the inequalities are obvious.
Definition. Quite generally, we say that an R-module M is stable if its free rank is null.
When the Gorenstein local ring R is not regular, there exist finitely generated modules which are not FID, thus there also exist stable MCM modules, which can be mapped surjectively onto the residue field k. With (4.2), this proves a result of Auslander: δ(k) = 0.
Proposition. ([5], Proposition 1.3; [23], Lemma 2.1). Let
On the other hand, we find with (2.2)
4.5.
Much attention has been paid to the vanishing of the δ-invariant, see [5] , [26] , [23] . For us too this is of great significance. So we collect now some vanishing criteria. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) stems from (3.9).)
Proposition. Let M be a finitely generated module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) δ(M ) = 0, (ii) M is a homomorphic image of a stable MCM module, (iii) for all maps
Remark. When the Gorenstein local ring is complete in its m-adic topology, then δ(M ) = 0 if and only if M is a homomorphic image of a module C, not necessarily finitely generated, with E-dp C = 0, see (4.2). 
Proposition. Let c be an ideal in the Gorenstein local ring R. Assume that c contains a minimal generator of the maximal ideal and that δ(c)
=
Proposition. Let M 1 be a first syzygy of the finitely generated module M (computed in a minimal free resolution of M ).
Then
Proof. We have an exact sequence 0
We now compute dimension in the exact sequence of k-vector spaces [5] , we define the stable CM -trace of a finitely generated module M as being the submodule τ (M ) of M generated by the homomorphic images in M of all stable MCM modules. Thus τ (M ) is the largest submodule of M whose δ-invariant is null (see (4.2)).
Following Ding
When the ring R is not regular, we note that τ (M ) = 0 only when M = 0.
→ M → 0 be the exact sequence associated to the MCM-cover f of the nonnull module M , where the module X s is stable. If τ (M ) = 0, then f (X s ) = 0, the module X s is a common direct summand of Y and X s ⊕ R n . Thus the module X s is an MCM FID module, it is free (1.8) and thus null since it is stable. Consequently the module M is an FID module. But there exists a stable MCM module C when the ring R is not regular, and for such a C we have Hom R (C, M ) = 0 (1.5), in contradiction with τ (M ) = 0.
The following Proposition relating the δ-invariant of a finitely generated module M to its stable CM -trace is the definition of δ(M ) given by Ding [5] .
Proof. Let h : C → M be a map from a stable MCM module C into M . We insert it into a commutative diagram
where the middle row is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay approximation, where the module X s is stable, and where the map q is surjective.
As C is stable, we have (M ) ). We finish the proof by remembering that β 0 (M/f X s ) = δ(M ) (3.6).
4.9. Application. Let a be an ideal of zerodivisors of the Gorenstein local ring R and let b = 0 : R a. Assume that the ring R/a is Cohen-Macaulay. Then we know from [40] that the ideal b is not contained in a parameter ideal. In this situation we can say more: no minimal generator b i of b is contained in an FID ideal.
Indeed, let b 1 , . . . , b n be a minimal set of generators of the ideal b and let j i : R/a → R be the map sending 1 onto b i . Then the map j = (j 1 , . . . , j n ) tr : R/a → R n is a free envelope of R/a and thus also an FID-envelope (Remark (ii) in (1.11)); the map Ext
stemming from the inclusion map of c into R is null.
The above remark can be seen as an observation on linkage, but also as a link between Auslander-Buchweitz theory and the Homological Conjectures.
The homological conjectures
We now state Hochster's Monomial and Canonical Element Conjectures, which are both conjectures for the whole class of noetherian local rings, and for further use we review some of their main features.
So in this section (A, m, k) denotes an arbitrary noetherian local ring of dimension d.
We write S A for a d
th syzygy of the residue field k, taken in an arbitrary finitely generated free resolution F · of the residue field k.
Once this has been chosen, for every A-module M , there is a natural surjection q A (M ) : Hochster's Canonical Element Conjecture (CEC) [20] : It states that η A = 0 for all noetherian local rings A.
Proposition. ([20], Theorem 3.7). For any d-dimensional noetherian local ring, the following conditions are equivalent (notations as in (2.3)):
(
The proof lies in the following commutative diagram associated to any map f : Let x = x 1 , . . . , x d be an sop of A, of which we take powers,
In the preceding sections, the natural map θ
Raising powers gives us a direct system of maps: + 1) , M ), the direct limit of which is known to be the local cohomology module
we denote its limit map by
and we write Q(x, M ) for the kernel of the composition of µ x (M ) with the projection
We recall that the map µ x (M ) is injective when the sequence x 1 , . . . , x d is regular on M (and conversely if M is finitely generated).
On the other hand, as the lifting ϕ x · is unique up to homotopy, we obtain in S A an elementφ x (1) = u A x associated to the sop x of A and uniquely determined modulo  (x 1 , . . . , x d ) S A . Therefore, the element u A x is either in (x 1 , . . . , x d ) S A or it is not, independently of the choice of the lifting ϕ x · . Furthermore, we see from the diagram that
We conclude that "u A x = 0 for every sop x and every choice ofφ x " is equivalent to "u A x ∈ Q(x, S A ) for every sop x", and we shall soon see that this is also equivalent to "u
These elements u A x gives us for every A-module M a well-defined "evaluation map"
in which the bottom composite map is
With these notations, we observe that θ 
In particular, looking at the identity map of S A , we see that the condition η A = 0 means exactly that for all sop x of A, the mapsφ x in the first diagram are always nonnull. This is Hochster's Condition CE [20] .
When the ring A is Cohen-Macaulay, we have of course ν d A (S A ) = 0, so that η A = 0 and for all sop x of A the above mapsφ x are always nonnull. Are they always injective? We do not think so, though we do not know. But, if we could prove that the kernel ofφ x is always nilpotent when the local ring is Gorenstein (or is a complete intersection) then we would also have a proof of CEC, see (7.2).
To end this lengthy subsection, and for lack of a better place, we note here that for any maps f :
5.3. The earlier Monomial Conjecture (MC), also due to Hochster [18] is apparently weaker than CEC. It states that all local rings A have the following property: for all sop
With the notations of the previous section, this means exactly that all the maps µ x (A) are nonnull.
Obviously the Cohen-Macaulay local rings have the above property, but also the Buchsbaum rings [14] .
We say that a local ring A satisfies MC when µ x (A) = 0 for all its sop. For every A-module M , the map θ 
5.4.
If the local ring A has a module C on which its sop x forms a regular sequence (such a module C is called a Big Cohen-Macaulay module and has maximal Ext-depth E-dp
A local ring A of dimension d ≤ 2 always has a Big Cohen-Macaulay module, namely, the canonical module of the completionÂ of A is such a one (see (1.6) ).
Without restriction on the dimension, Hochster has constructed Big Cohen-Macaulay modules for any ring of positive characteristic. By rather general arguments he then showed the existence of such modules in the equal characteristic zero case. Therefore the canonical element does not vanish in an equicharacteristic ring. For the remaining class of mixed characteristic local rings, both conjectures, CEC and MC, are still open. But they are equivalent if one considers all rings of that class together; this is one of the main results in [20] . However, this does not mean that for a specific local ring A, one has necessarily η A = 0 as soon as A satisfies MC.
There are other formulations of these CEC and MC conjectures, and a few particular cases are known [20] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , see also section 7.
An important fact is that the nonvanishing of η A is equivalent to the so-called Improved New Intersection Conjecture for the ring A [20] , [6] . 
is the map stemming from the change of rings. Therefore CEC and MC need only be proved for complete local domains, or for complete local normal domains.
More generally, they need only be proved for rings of the form A = R/a, where R is a complete intersection or Gorenstein local ring, where dim R = dim A. Moreover, it is enough to consider the case when the ideal a of R is prime or unmixed, or even when the ideal a is a prime component of 0.
(Indeed, a complete local ring has the form A = S/a , where S is a regular local ring. Let z 1 , . . . , z g be a maximal regular sequence in a , g = ht(a ), we write R = S/(z 1 , . . . , z g ), we write a for the image of a in R. When a = p is a prime ideal of S, using a result of Lazard (see [39] , 5.3.18) we may take a set of generators of a all of whose subsets of g elements form a regular sequence, among these we choose g elements z 1 , . . . , z g whose images in the localization S p generate the maximal ideal p Sp of this g-dimensional regular local ring S p . Then the prime ideal p is a primary ideal belonging to (z 1 , . . . , z g ) and its image in R is a prime ideal and a primary ideal belonging to 0 ).
On the other hand, we may also assume that the ring A satisfies Serre's S 2 condition (since any normal domain satisfies S 2 ).
Between CEC and MC
The aim of this section is to give a formulation of CEC and MC in terms of the vanishing of some δ-invariants.
In this whole section (R, m, k) is a d-dimensional Gorenstein local ring. We investigate the following situation, referred to as our favourite one: the ideal a is a nonnull ideal of zerodivisors of R, A = R/a and b = 0 : R a. Thus the ideal b, viewed as an A-module, is the canonical module of the local ring A. We note that any sop of A can be lifted to an sop of R, and we recall that both MC and CEC boil down to questions on local rings A as in our favourite situation.
6.1.
With the notations of (5.2), we first recall the main result of [40] . This assertion about µ x (A) can be viewed as a particular case (the case M = A and w = 1) of a more general fact concerning modules over a Gorenstein local ring, which we explain now. All this together with the Ext-Tor duality (1.4) leads us to the following observations.
If the local ring R is complete in its m-adic topology and if M is an arbitrary R-module,
On the other hand, let w be an element of an R-module M , let
be the map pointing at w and let
be the evaluation map at w. Using again the isomorphisms
we observe that the classical duality between "pointing maps" and "evaluation maps" is valid in our context, so:
if the module M is finitely generated.
We are ready for a module version of (6.1) (notations as in (5.2) and as above). Proof. The condition w ∈ Q(x, M ) means exactly that the composite map
is nonnull.
The existence of a map f : M → R with f (w) ∈ (x 1 , . . . , x d ) means exactly that the composite map
By the observations preceding the Proposition, the above two composite maps correspond to each other under the Matlis duality, so they are nonnull simultaneously.
6.3.
Besides its use in a proof of (6.1) and its further use in (6.7) and (6.9) the preceding Proposition also provides a splitting criterion. To state it we need more notation and terminology.
When 
Quite generally, a map f : M → N of A-modules is said to be pure if the map f ⊗ A X is injective for all modules X. A pure submodule is a kind of weak direct summand: on one hand a pure morphism f is split injective as soon as coker f is finitely presented, on the other hand a pure morphism is always the direct limit of split injective morphisms ( [24] Assume either that the local ring R is complete or that the module M is finitely generated.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). This follows from the definition of purity.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). This follows from the definition of Q(x, M ): the elements v x behave like the elements u R x of (5.2), we can take
. This is obvious. (v) ⇔ (vi). This is (6.1).
6.5. As the conjectures CEC and MC are globally equivalent and need only be proved for a local ring A as in our favourite situation, all the intermediate conditions in Theorem (6.4) provide us with other formulations of these conjectures. Noting that, by the linkage theory of Peskine and Szpiro [28] , the nonnull proper annihilator ideals in a Gorenstein local ring are exactly the nonnull unmixed ideals of height null, we obtain that CEC and MC are equivalent to the following. Moreover, all these conjectures hold true for the class of equicharacteristic Gorenstein local rings. Homologically inclined readers may notice that the conditions imposed on the ideal b just mean that the R-module R/b is a cyclic nonfree first syzygy.
We obtain a new vanishing criterion. (Indeed, such a module is a homomorphic image of 1≤i≤n (R/b i ), so that with (4.1) we
Corollary. Let R be an equicharacteristic Gorenstein local ring which is not a domain and let
6.6. We now explore further the second condition in Theorem (6.4). The next Proposition sharpens considerations in ( [9] , 3.2, 3.6), where a spectral sequence argument was suggested for the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
We use the notations of (5.2), S R denotes a d th syzygy of the residue field k viewed as an R-module.
Proposition. In the situation of Theorem (6.4) , the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. (6.9) ). The following version is slightly finer than the one given in (3.11), where the module was always assumed to be finitely generated.
Proposition. In our favourite situation let M be an A-module and assume either that the local ring R is complete in its m-adic topology or that the module M is finitely generated.
Then ν 
is nonnull (the first map being the change of rings map, the second stemming from f ).
Proof. The local cohomology of M is impervious to the change of rings R −→ A, so that, for any map f : 6.10. We end this section with a last result on one of our recurring themes, to be compared with (6.1) and condition (iv) in Theorem (6.4). 
Homological conjectures and linkage
In this section we first show that CEC and MC are equivalent to a conjecture about the behaviour of the parameter systems of a Gorenstein local ring.
Then we prove the nonvanishing of the canonical element η A in some particular cases, extending slightly some considerations in [20] , [9] . (ii) ⇒ (iii). Assume that the local ring R/q 1 does not satisfy MC, then R/q 1 = R, thus q 1 = 0 and > 1. Taking into account that any sop of R/q 1 can be lifted to an sop of R, we then have an sop x of R and a relation 7.3. Let us go back to our favourite situation of section 6, i.e. let A = R/a, where (R, m, k) is a Gorenstein local ring with dim R = dim A = d, and let b = 0 : R a, so that the ideal b of R is unmixed. Assume for the moment that the ideal a of R is also unmixed, so that a = 0 : R b, the ideals a and b of R are algebraically linked (by the empty sequence) [28] . One is tempted to lower the dimension of the rings one wants to study. In this vein here are some remarks.
So let y be a regular element of R. This element y is also regular on b, on A and on R/b, so that the module b/yb is naturally isomorphic to the ideal b + (y)/(y) of R/(y). We have a natural commutative diagram ([31], 3.3.3) .
On the other hand, to prove that η R/a = 0, we need only prove that η R/a d = 0 (5.5). Thus we are reduced to the case when the ideal a of R is unmixed and when H Only the case when the local ring R/a is of mixed characteristic has to be looked at (5.4) and we can moreover assume that the residual characteristic p is a parameter of R/a (use some considerations in 5.5). In this case we take for y a regular element of R whose image in R/a is p.
We know by the Lemma (7.4) that b + (y)/(y) = (y) : R a/(y); on the other hand, the ring R/(a, p) = R/(a, y) = A/yA is of characteristic p, so that its canonical element is nonnull. This means by (6.8) that in the commutative diagram in (7. 3) the bottom composite map is nonnull. Thus the top composite map is also nonnull and η R/a = 0 by (6.8) again. Proof. The first assertion follows from the Proposition and from (6.4) , where the roles of a and b are interchanged.
To prove the second assertion, we first observe with part (v) of the Proposition in (4.1) that δ R (b) = 0 since b is an R/a-module. With (4.6) we then obtain δ R (R/b) = 0 and we conclude with (6.4). This Corollary is quite frustrating. To prove CEC or MC, we may assume that R/a satisfies Serre's S 2 condition, but we need to prove that δ R (R/b) = 0. But at least it gives us some vanishing criteria for the δ-invariant which are also valid in the mixed characteristic case.
